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W e have all heard of the high-pro-
file cybercrime cases involving 
stolen data, personal records, 

health information, and/or financial 
details. Technological advancements 
have increasingly connected business-
es to sources of electronic data, further 
exposing them to cybercrime. Despite 
these major breaches and ongoing is-
sues with privacy and consent, com-
mercial cyber insurance in Canada re-
mains a relatively hard sell. 

Demand for cyber insurance has 
grown over the past few years. And yet, 

levels of uptake in Canada still lag be-
hind those of the United States. Many 
Canadian businesses continue to be-
lieve they don’t need cyber insurance. 
The reasons why typically fall in to one 
of three buckets: 
1.  Businesses that don’t collect person-

al information as part of their opera-
tions believe they are not a target for 
cybercrime.

2.  Bigger firms that have their own IT 
departments feel they can manage cy-
ber risk exposure in-house. 

3.  A common belief held by small to 

mid-sized enterprises is that cyber 
criminals only target larger organiza-
tions, not businesses of smaller size. 

The facts don’t support these conclu-
sions. For example, 75% of hacks target 
small businesses. In most cases, the 
attacks are fatal. What’s worse is that 
80% of the victims could have survived 
the attack financially had they been bet-
ter prepared.  

Future of cyber
As part of our development research for 
a new cyber insurance solution, we talk-
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Three services are a good start to help 
reduce the risk of cyberattack. One is cus-
tomizable, web-based training for employees 
on how to reduce cyber risk. Another, known 
as domain protection, identifies and blocks 
web domains used by cyber criminals. 
Finally, an infrastructure vulnerability scan 
examines an organization’s internet-facing 
technology to identify vulnerabilities that are 
open to cyberattack.
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ed to insurance brokers and security in-
dustry specialists across Canada about 
where they see the cyber insurance 
market moving over the next five years. 
Overall, they felt cyber insurance would 
be a core pillar of every company’s risk 
management strategy. 

It is not always possible to predict the 
future (try predicting a cyberattack, for 
example). But based on our research, we 
have synthesized our Top 3 cyber pre-
dictions, presented in a list below:

Tougher cyber regulations
Tougher government regulation and 
oversight will continue, placing new re-
quirements on businesses and insurers. 

As long as cybercrime evolves and 
changes, so will the way in which reg-
ulators and governments respond to 
it. Year 2018 was a watershed for data 
protection and privacy regulation. With 
the introduction of the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), as well 
as amendments to the Personal Infor-
mation Protection and Electronic Docu-
ments Act (PIPEDA) in Canada, we will 
undoubtedly see a rise in the demand 
for cyber insurance in 2019 and on-
wards as businesses fully come to grips 
with their requirements. The next few 
years will also be noteworthy for setting 
legal precedents for regulatory fines and 
class action law suits. 

Countries around the world will adopt 
legislation that will increasingly require 
high-level assurance signatures on digi-
tal contracts and transactions in order to 
fight online fraud and criminality. These 
efforts to uphold the integrity of the pro-
cess for ensuring identity will have an 
impact on the contractual relationships 
between businesses and individuals. 

Insurers will be required to review 
their policy wordings and coverage reg-
ularly to keep up to speed with regulato-
ry and compliance requirements.

New driver for cyber demand
Demand for cyber insurance will be led 
by the fear of losing business, not by the 
fear of losing stolen data. 

Compromised data is valuable today, 
with plenty of opportunities to exploit 
it. Expect the value of breached data to 

decrease dramatically in the future, es-
pecially as organizations put in more 
controls to limit its use and collection.

As the value of stealing data for fi-
nancial gain decreases, our bet is that 
we will see hackers increasingly shift 
their focus to other forms of crime that 
shut down and extort businesses. Ex-
amples of cybercrimes that may be on 
the rise include:
•  using malware to take remote control 

of a computer network 
•  cryptojacking (the unauthorized use 

of someone else’s computer to mine 
cryptocurrency)

•  exploit kits (toolkits that cybercrim-
inals use to attack vulnerabilities in 
systems to distribute malware)
Internet of Things (IoT) and smart 

devices will exacerbate the threat. IoT 
is inherently and chronically insecure; 
it is wide open to potentially devastating 
cyberattacks that may have far-reaching 
consequences for a company’s vital net-
works and systems.

Canadian organizations will be re-
quired to think about how their business 
could be compromised by hackers who 
want to make money at their expense. 

Better assessment of cyber risk
Insurers will have a better understand-
ing of the risks and the methods to better 
assess and price these risks. 

Data-driven underwriting in cyber in-
surance will no longer be elusive and cy-
ber insurance will return to risk-based 
pricing fundamentals. 

The ‘market-based’ underwriting of 
today will inevitably catch up with un-
derwriters, and a hardening market will 
require them to take a closer look at their 
cyber risk assessment and pricing. Part-
nerships with security firms will help 
insurers better assess risk; also, they 
will help insurance professionals meet 
customers’ needs, aiding the client’s 
understanding of which cybersecurity 
safeguards should be leveraged.  
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America for insurance companies, and developed 
distribution partnerships in Europe and Canada.
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A friend from a major commercial brokerage 
says, ‘We almost force our policyholders to 
use a breach coach.’ Typically a lawyer or a 
legal rep, a breach coach will help you with 
public relations and disclosure requirements 
and report to external stakeholders when 
required. Technical response teams will de-
termine whether the attack is ongoing, sever 
ties with the affected systems and re-estab-
lish appropriate controls. They will help you 
with a post-event assessment, and set up a 
more resilient program going forward.
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A cyber policy requires pre-vetted vendors 
with specialized knowledge as expert 
resources. They must be available 24-7 to as-
sist during a cyber incident. A breach coach 
can review and assess the cyber incident 
and provide expert resources to assist. Other 
must-haves include a notification service to 
alert those affected and report to the privacy 
commissioner; credit monitoring; a network 
forensic team to help determine the cause 
and resolve the situation; a public relations 
firm; and forensic accounting to determine if 
a business interruption income loss resulted 
from the cyber incident.


